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empowering students
to care, educate and serve 

meaningfully and 
effectively by providing 

comprehensive and
professional programs.

Selena Fox 
Chief Executive

I have been honoured to journey with NZTC for over 24 years, witnessing 
our college values shining in our staff, students and graduates. 

We know bold VISION, wrapped in HEART, held strong by COMPETENCE, and 
led by SPIRIT has been the NZTC recipe to support outstanding graduates. 
This month, I share with you some of my NZTC highlights and experiences 
as we continue to celebrate our 40th anniversary in 2022. 

Hospital healthcare assistant, Melanie Pearson, shares how she decided it 
was the perfect time to update her skills with Level 4 studies after 18 years 
of experience in the sector. She reflects on how gaining a new qualification 
has opened the way to further career opportunities.

Finally, we catch up with some of our students who share their motivation 
for pursuing a career in healthcare. Whether it be a strong compassion to 
serve others in need or an experience helping a loved one, we hear what 
inspired them to take the first step in a career caring for others.
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CELEBRATING 40 YEARS OF NZTC: 
A Q&A WITH CHIEF EXECUTIVE, SELENA FOX

As we celebrate our 40th anniversary throughout this year, we catch up with 
important people who have shaped the college into what it is today.

After 24 years at NZTC, Chief Executive Selena Fox has a 
wealth of college knowledge. She shares below what she 
feels makes NZTC unique, her favourite college value and 
what she envisions for the next 40 years of NZTC.

What makes NZTC unique in your eyes?

Our team, our students and what we offer…

NZTC specialises in flexible access to learning. Our learning 
environment is unique, as is our wraparound support 
system where students can reach out for help at any point 
in their study journey with us. We are passionate about 
enabling learning, we are passionate about our students 
and we are passionate about how we serve our sectors to 
result in graduate outcomes that support lifelong change.

Is there a college value that resonates the most with you?

I was lucky enough to be a part of putting words and actions 
to our values in early 2000 and then championing them to 
be visibly present through everyday life at the college. I 
have walked with them now each day for over 20 years and 
what a gift to me they have been to centre me and offer 
guidance in all decision making that honours our Mission. 

Looking ahead, what do you envision for the next 40 years 
of NZTC?

Aha - this is where VISION kicks in again, surrounded by 
HEART, COMPETENCE and SPIRIT. 

So, in 2062 I see…

But some things should always stay the same… an NZTC 
team still being led by VISION, HEART, COMPETENCE and 
SPIRIT… 

Study, learning and supported learning flexibility in 
every possible way… anywhere, any time, in every way.

Technology breaking new boundaries of support for 
all. Holograms transporting NZTC team members to 
students in a blink of an eye across New Zealand and 
the world…

Healthcare workers pay and conditions reflecting the 
highly knowledgeable, supportive and passionate carers 
that they are. Health and wellbeing acknowledged 
with the honour deserved for the carers of our older 
generations who have gifted their lives to us all. 

Selena Fox

We know bold VISION, wrapped in HEART, held strong 
by COMPETENCE, and led by SPIRIT has been the NZTC 
recipe. We know today that outstanding graduates 
and commitments to serve, continue to be unwavering 
ingredients over the years. 

All our NZTC Values are dear to me as part of my everyday 
guidance and thinking, but if I was to choose my favourite, 
I quickly lean into VISION. It leads the way and excites 
me to look forward, plan ahead and think about how we 
can vision in new and better ways for our communities. 
Without it… HEART, COMPETENCE and SPIRIT can’t reach 
their full potential.
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LEVEL 4 GRADUATE HELPS PATIENTS ON THEIR ROAD 
TO RECOVERY

Hospital Healthcare Assistant says it’s a privilege to care for those going through difficult times.

Despite having over 18 years’ experience in the healthcare 
sector, Healthcare Assistant, Melanie Pearson decided it was 
the perfect time to update her qualifications and refresh 
her client care knowledge with NZTC’s Level 4 studies.

“In deciding to update my studies with a Level 4 qualification, 
I was surprised to see just how much information is directed 
towards the Healthcare Assistant to ensure they are armed 
with the right knowledge to deliver a high-quality caring 
service.

“Ultimately, my Level 4 studies have given me more 
confidence and knowledge to be able to implement changes 
and improvements to achieve better health outcomes for 
patients.”

I found I had an ability to help  
others easily when they need it the 

most, and I have a great sense 
of achievement when I can walk 

alongside patients going through a 
difficult time.

Melanie Pearson

Currently working as a Healthcare Assistant in a hospital 
surgical ward, Pearson’s day is varied, from assisting nurses 
with patient care, restocking the drug room, maintaining a 
clutter-free environment, caring for patients’ physical and 
emotional needs – and all while being on standby to assist 
with any emergencies.

“At the end of the day, I love knowing I can make a difference 
for the patients and other staff, even if it is just a small thing, 
like taking a minute to chat if they need, or washing their 
hair because no one has had time. 

“A real highlight for me is helping the patients get well and 
seeing them go home.”

Pearson, has met some inspiring people during her career 
and feels privileged to be a part of her clients’ journey.

“Over the course of my career, I have been told some 
amazing life stories and have learned a lot about how to 
live my own life to its fullest. 

“I found I had an ability to help others easily when they 
need it the most, and I have a great sense of achievement 
when I can walk alongside patients going through a difficult 
time.”

While still working at the hospital, Pearson says 
flexible workplace learning with NZTC has helped open 
opportunities in her career and she is now considering 
further study in nursing or leadership.

LEVEL 4 LEVEL 4 
AT A GLANCEAT A GLANCE

Method of learning Method of learning 
Full-time

  
Mode of learningMode of learning

Online

Start datesStart dates
Monthly start dates

  
DurationDuration
22 weeks

CreditsCredits
70

https://www.nztertiarycollege.ac.nz/health-and-wellbeing/programs/new-zealand-certificate-health-and-wellbeing-advanced-support-level-4
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OUR STUDENTS SHARE WHAT MOTIVATED THEM TO PURSUE 
A CAREER IN HEALTHCARE

We caught up with some of our students, who share the people or circumstances that inspired 
them to care for others in a rewarding career.

“Prior to having my two children, I worked in early childhood but when returning to “Prior to having my two children, I worked in early childhood but when returning to 
the workforce, I decided I wanted a change in direction but still wanted to work in a job the workforce, I decided I wanted a change in direction but still wanted to work in a job 
that was varied and rewarding. This motivated me to become a healthcare assistant as I that was varied and rewarding. This motivated me to become a healthcare assistant as I 
could see that it wasn’t just a ‘job’. It looked very rewarding and it also made a positive could see that it wasn’t just a ‘job’. It looked very rewarding and it also made a positive 

difference to somebody’s life, which was important to me.” difference to somebody’s life, which was important to me.” 

“I wanted to become a healthcare worker because of the pandemic, I saw it as a perfect “I wanted to become a healthcare worker because of the pandemic, I saw it as a perfect 
chance to help the community in a time of need. I also wanted to extend help and care to chance to help the community in a time of need. I also wanted to extend help and care to 
the elderly and vulnerable and I know this work is in high demand. A career in healthcare the elderly and vulnerable and I know this work is in high demand. A career in healthcare 

is a great opportunity for those who have compassion and patience.” is a great opportunity for those who have compassion and patience.” 

Kim BroughamKim Brougham

Chyrele Lintag BondocChyrele Lintag Bondoc

"I had a long career working as a dental health professional, and chose to have a career change a 
"I had a long career working as a dental health professional, and chose to have a career change a 

few years ago. As both my parents aged, I was very much involved in their care, helping with the 
few years ago. As both my parents aged, I was very much involved in their care, helping with the 

different aspects of their care choices as their health changed. I felt privileged being part of their 
different aspects of their care choices as their health changed. I felt privileged being part of their 

team throughout the journey and through their challenges, working with other health professionals 
team throughout the journey and through their challenges, working with other health professionals 

to make the transition from healthy independence, through to their passing. My mum, Sherlie, 
to make the transition from healthy independence, through to their passing. My mum, Sherlie, 

had a wonderful positive outlook on life and aging, and is an inspiration to me in my own life. This 
had a wonderful positive outlook on life and aging, and is an inspiration to me in my own life. This 

experience motivated me to seek a role working in elder care with a palliative care focus."
experience motivated me to seek a role working in elder care with a palliative care focus."

Quinn LakeQuinn Lake

"I was inspired to become a healthcare worker after caring for my father when he had open 
"I was inspired to become a healthcare worker after caring for my father when he had open 

heart surgery in Pakistan. Hospitals in Pakistan require someone to be with the patient at all 
heart surgery in Pakistan. Hospitals in Pakistan require someone to be with the patient at all 

times. My responsibilities included providing and serving food to my father, assisting with his 
times. My responsibilities included providing and serving food to my father, assisting with his 

bathing and toileting needs and ensuring his clothes were washed. This experience caring 
bathing and toileting needs and ensuring his clothes were washed. This experience caring 

for others helped lead me to my current career path."
for others helped lead me to my current career path."

Noman EricNoman Eric

https://www.instagram.com/nztc_nz/
https://www.facebook.com/NZTertiaryCollege/
https://www.nztertiarycollege.ac.nz/nzqa-rating-nztc
https://www.linkedin.com/school/nztc/



